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Unstable systems such as media with inverted atomic population have been shown to allow
propagation of analytic wave packets with group velocity faster than that of light, without violatin
causality. We illuminate the important role played by unstable modes in this propagation and show
the quantum fluctuations of these modes and their unitary time evolution impose severe restriction
the observation of superluminal phenomena. [S0031-9007(98)07063-X]
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A famous consequence of Einstein’s special theory
relativity is the principle of causality: signals cannot trav
faster than light. Nevertheless, it has been known for so
time that under certain conditions the group velocity of a
electromagnetic wave packet can be arbitrarily large a
its energy positive, but yet no conflict arises with causalit
the signal velocity always remains smaller than the veloc
of light in vacuum. At least two classes of such mode
allowing “causal” superluminal behavior are known: th
first is closely related to tunneling phenomena; the seco
arises for unstable systems of atoms under an inver
population condition [1].

While in the first case the “superluminal” transmissio
of waves or particles through a barrier is exponentia
suppressed, in the second case, within a semiclassical
culation, wave packets travel with a superluminal grou
velocity for unlimited distance, with negligible attenuatio
and dispersion. The second case results from instab
ties in the initial state of the radiating system, for ex
ample, a scalar field initially in a “false vacuum” stat
[2]. Recently, an optical experiment studying superlum
nal group velocities for waves in a medium with inverte
population was suggested [3,4]. While the discussion w
semiclassical, it was further suggested [4] that with a fu
fledged quantum mechanical treatment one would poss
obtain stable tachyoniclike quasiparticle excitations in t
inverted medium.

In this Letter we examine classical and quantum a
pects of superluminal group velocities in unstable system
Classically, a peak of an analytic wave packet may trav
from pointA to pointB faster than the speed of light, sinc
its shape atB can be fully reconstructed from the part of th
wave packet which is causally connected to pointB. We
show that quantum mechanically, analyticity of the wav
packet is not the only condition needed for such a reco
struction. Rather, the part of the wave packet which
causally connected to pointB must contain many photons
or large enough energy in the unstable modes. This c
dition strongly suppresses superluminal effects in the lim
that the system contains only a few photons. The expon
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tial suppression of superluminal effects characterizes bo
the tunneling phenomena and the present case of unsta
systems.

To begin with we introduce a simple model which
classically exhibits tachyonlike motion. Consider a rea
scalar fieldwsx, td in one spatial dimension, under the
Hamiltonian

H 
1
2

Z
dxfp2 1 s≠xwd2 1

2m2

l
cos

p
lwg . (1)

Here, psx, td  Ùwsx, td is the field conjugate to
wsx, td, l . 0, and the speed of light is put equal to
one. This Hamiltonian describes the continuum limit o
coupled pendula. We will be interested in the dynamic
of w near the metastable statewsxd  0. For any finite
time interval of interest, we make takel sufficiently
small such that the potential term may be expande
cos

p
l w ø 1 2

l

2 w2. From now on we restrict our-
selves to this expansion. Then, the equation of motio
for w becomes

hw 2 m2w  0 . (2)

In term of the eigenmodes the solution is

wsx, td 
1

p
2p

Z
dk eikxwkstd , (3)

psx, td 
1

p
2p

Z
dk eikxpkstd , (4)

where reality conditions implyw2k  w
y
k , p2k  p

y
k .

The time evolution of the modes is given by

wkstd  wk0 cosvkt 1
p0k

vk
sinvkt ,

pkstd  p0k cosvkt 2 vkw0k sinvkt ,
(5)

where v
2
k  k2 2 m2. Notice that for jkj . m, vk is

real, andwk , pk oscillate in time. In the rangejkj , m,
vk is imaginary, andwkstd andpkstd are exponentially di-
verging. The latter modes are analogous to spontaneo
emission in the optical model of an inverted medium o
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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two-level systems. We will henceforth refer to the free o
cillatory modes and diverging modes as the “normal” an
“unstable” modes, respectively. It is only near the poin
w , p , 0 that these modes exist as linearly indepen
dent solutions. Asw grows sufficiently, the instability is
damped by the nonlinearl term in (1), but for the time of
interest to us, the latter can be neglected.

We now turn to examine several features of the classic
equation of motion (2). First, we examine the propagatio
of a wave packet given by

wsx, td 
Z

jkj.m
dk fg0skdeikx2ivkt 1 H.c.g , (6)

and psx, td  ≠twsx, td. We takeg0skd to be nonzero
only in the range ofnormal modesm , jkj , kmax, and
centered aroundk  k0, with a width Dk ø k0 2 m.
The spatial width of this wave packet is1yDk, and we
assume that att  0 it is spatially centered far to the left
of the origin, atX0 ø 0, such that only a small tail extends
to the regionx . 0.

This wave packet propagates with a group velocity,yg,
and a phase velocity,yp, given by

yg 
1

yp


k0q
k2

0 2 m2
. (7)

Sinceyg . 1, the motion of the center of the wave packe
(group velocity) is superluminal (tachyonlike), while the
phase velocity is always subluminal. As long as th
dispersion is negligible,wsx, td is (up to a time dependent
phase factor) justwsx 2 ygt, 0d, i.e., the initial wave
packet moving at velocityyg.

Second, we note that despite the superluminal gro
velocity, causality is maintained [2,5]. This is bes
seen through the Green functions of Eq. (2). I
terms of the homogeneous Green functions:wsx, td R

dx0fGsx 2 x0, tdw0sx0d 1 G̃sx 2 x0, tdp0sx0dg. How-
ever, G̃ and G vanish outside the light cone, i.e., for
x 2 x0 . t. Thereforethe value ofw at point x at time
t is fully determined by its value at pointsx0 that are
causally connected tox.

For further insight into this point, it is instructive to
examine what happens if the initial wave packet is trun
cated atx  0, i.e.,w0sxd andp0sxd are replaced bywT

0 
ũsxdw0sxd andp

T
0  ũsxdp0sxd, respectively. Herẽu is

a smoothed step function. The length scale over which
is smoothed is assumed smaller than all other length sca
in the problem and is kept finite just to avoid an infinite
≠xw. Note that sincew0sxd is centered atX0 ø 0, the
truncated wave packetw

T
0 sxd constitutes only a small tail

of the original one, and the energy stored in the truncat
wave packet is just a small fraction of that stored in th
original one. The momentum representation of the tru
cated wave packetwT

0 sxd is gT
0 skd 

R
dk0 1

k2k01ih g0sk0d,
with h an infinitesimal number. The smoothing of the ste
function is accounted for by an upper cutoff to thek inte-
gral. While the original wave packet was solely compose
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of normal modes, the truncated one also includes unsta
components.

The time evolution of the truncated wave packet c
be calculated using the exact expression for the Gre
function [2,3,5]. There are three regimes: (i) For poin
x , 2t, the causality of the Green function dictates th
the value ofwT sx, td is not affected by the existence of th
truncated wave packet atx . 0. Thus, the field is zero
in this range. (ii) For2t , x , t, however, the time
evolution of the truncated wave packet is very differe
from that of the original one: it is exponentially growing
due to the contributions of unstable components. Since
amplitude of the normal modes oscillates in time while th
amplitude of the unstable modes grows exponentially,
timest ¿ 1ym the wave packetwT sx, td is predominantly
composed of unstable modes of very small wave vecto
with an exponentially small contribution of normal mode
(iii) Finally, for points x . t, the causality of the Green
function dictates that the value ofwT sx, td does not depend
on whether or not it is truncated at the origin att  0. It
is given, up to a time dependent phase factor, bywsx 2

ygt, 0d. The propagation of the superluminal peak is n
affected by the truncation, and, for long enough times, o
finds atX0 1 ygt a wave packet of width1yDk, in which
the field w oscillates with a characteristic wave vecto
of k0. Thus, at long times the fieldwT sx, td shows an
interesting behavior: it is predominantly composed of ve
small wave vectorsjkj , m with just an exponentially
small contribution of wave vectorsjkj . m. However,
in a region of spatial width1yDk around X0 1 ygt it
oscillates at the large wave vectork0 . m. The region
1yDk can be made arbitrarily large, ift is taken long
enough. These short-wavelength oscillations of a long
wavelength wave packet are very similar to the superf
Fourier oscillations discussed in [6–8].

The above discussion demonstrates that in order
maintain consistency with causality, the mechanism whi
gives rise to superluminal group velocities has to re
on the local information stored in the tail. As long a
the true information that the wave has been trunca
has not arrived, the local amplification extrapolates t
peak as if this truncation does not exist. Classical
extrapolating the full wave from an infinitesimally sma
tail is, although surprising, possible. As discussed in [5
for an analytic function, the wave can be reconstruct
by means of local Taylor expansion, and the tachyonli
propagation can be viewed as an analytic continuation
the tail.

As we now show, the extrapolation of the full propa
gated wave packet from the truncated tail is made p
sible by the unstable modes, and this is true independ
of the details of the model. SincegT

0 skd is the Fourier
transform of a small tail, it is very small. The propagate
wave packet, after truncation, is

wT sx, td 
Z

dkf eikx2ivktgT
0 skd 1 H.c.g . (8)
2191
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However, while on the right-hand side, the amplitude
gT

0 skd, originating from the truncated tail, are very small
on the left-hand side the magnitude of the tachyonic pe
is not small, since the peak is fully reconstructed from th
tail. Since the amplitude of the stable modes,wT skd, for
jkj . m, is constant in time, this amplification can aris
only from the contribution of unstable modes growin
exponentially with time. It is then essential to hav
unstable modes for a full reconstruction of a superlumin
peak from a truncated tail.

We now proceed to the quantum mechanical analog
this classical system. Can a similar mechanism of loc
amplification give rise to superluminal group velocities
If so, a process analogous to the classical analytical co
tinuation may use the local information to reconstruct th
wave packet’s peak.

The causality of the Hamiltonian (1) is manifested in th
quantum case by the statement that causally disconnec
local observables commute. This causality motivates
to study the quantum analog of the classical truncat
wave packet. We first define an analog of a false vacuu
state for this model, on top of which we define a quantu
state describing a truncated wave packet. Then, we sh
that if the truncated wave packet is too small (in a sen
explained below), the initial quantum state describing it
not orthogonal to the false vacuum state. In that case,
vacuum quantum fluctuations in the fieldsw, p are, att 
0, larger than the amplitude of the truncated wave pack
and one cannot distinguish between the false vacuum st
and the wave packet state. As we saw above, classica
the small truncated wave packet becomes exponentia
large in time, and one may naively hope that quantu
mechanically it eventually becomes larger than the vacuu
fluctuations. However, this cannot be the case, due
the unitary quantum mechanical time evolution: the scal
product of two states, here the false vacuum and trunca
wave packet states, is constant in time. Thus, if att  0
the truncated wave packet is not orthogonal to the fal
vacuum, it cannot be distinguished from it at a late
time. The exponential growth of the tail is masked by a
exponential growth in the quantum fluctuations.

Turning to a more concrete discussion, we promote t
functionswsx, td, psx, td to quantum operators. From the
standard canonical commutation relations for the field
fwsx, td, psx0, tdg  ih̄dsx 2 x0d, it follows as usual that
for the normal modesfwk , p

y
k0g  fwy

k , pk0g  ih̄dsk 2

k0d. However, for the unstable modes the system do
not admit the usual Fock space structure with an ord
nary particle interpretation. For these modessjkj , md,
the Hamiltonian,

R
dk fpy

k pk 2 sm2 2 k2dwy
k wkg, is un-

bounded from below and has a continuous and unbound
spectrum of energies for each wave numberk. Conse-
quently, these modes cannot be put in a ground state, a
the fluctuations in the fieldswk , pk inevitably grow expo-
nentially with time.

For the normal modesjkj . m the vacuum state is
obviously the ground state of an harmonic oscillator o
2192
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frequency
p

k2 2 m2. The situation is less obvious for th
unstable modes. On one hand, we would like the quant
fluctuations in the fieldswk , pk to be as small as possible
but, on the other hand, stationary states of the unsta
modes necessarily have infinite fluctuations. Any state
finite fluctuations in nonstationary, with the fluctuation
growing exponentially in time. Thus, we choose the initi
state of the unstable modes to be a nonstationary one
which the exponential growth of the field fluctuations
slowest. This state is the ground state of an harmo
oscillator of frequency

p
m2 2 k2. The vacuum state of

the entire system is then a direct product of the vacu
state for each modek.

Next, we should find the quantum analog of the wa
packet we analyzed in the classical case. Again, causa
dictates that a measurement of the fieldw at a given point
cannot be affected by its values in causally disconnec
points. Thus, to analyze the quantum analog of t
classical superluminal propagation, we need to constr
the quantum analog of the truncated wave packetw

T
0 sxd.

We do so by shifting each modewk from its vacuum
state, in whichkwkl  0, to a coherent state, in which
kwkl  gT

0 skd:

jC0l  exp

∑
i
h

Z
dk gT

0 skdp̂y
k

∏
jvacl , (9)

wherejvacl is the vacuum state. Classically, as we sa
above, the truncated wave packet included all the inform
tion needed to reconstruct the superluminal propagation
w0sxd. Quantum mechanically, however, this is true on
if the state(9) is orthogonal to the vacuum state.Other-
wise, one cannot distinguish between the time evolution
the vacuum state and that of (9).

The scalar productkvacjC0l can be easily calculated,

kvacj C0l  exp2
1

2h̄

Z
dk jvk j fgT

0 skdg2. (10)

There are normalsjkj . md and unstablesjkj , md con-
tributions to thek integral in (10). The physical inter-
pretation of the normal contributions is rather clear:gT

0 skd
is the amplitude of the oscillations of the modek, and
vskd
2 h̄ fgT

0 skdg2dk is the average number of photons in th
wave vector range. The contribution of the unstable mod
cannot be discussed in terms of the photons. For th
modes, the integrand1h j is just the ratio of the energy
stored in thek mode to h̄vskd. The quantum state de
scribing the wave packet,jC0l, is then orthogonal to the
vacuum state only if the truncated wave packet conta
at least several photons of the normal modes or lar
enough energy in the unstable modes.This poses a quan-
tum mechanical condition for the reconstruction of a tach
onic peak from a truncated tail: the latter cannot be t
small. If it is too small, the initial quantum fluctuation
in the fieldw, which grow exponentially with time, over-
come the reconstructed peak. This observation limits
superluminal propagation of the wave packet’s peak:
time t the wave packet can be reconstructed at a pointX0
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only if at time t  0 the tail in the regionx . X0 2 t is
large enough to be orthogonal to the vacuum.

To exemplify the last point, let us evaluate the fluctu
tions of a local observable. The field at a point has singu
fluctuations, and one needs to consider smeared opera
like wsL,td ;

R
fsx0dwsL 2 x0, td dx0, wherefsx0d is non-

vanishing only within a distanceDL around the pointL,
and satisfies

R
fdx  1. SincekC0jwjC0l is identical to

the classically smeared field, the fluctuations are domina
by kC0jw

2jC0l  kw2lN 1 kw2lU , where the subscripts
N andU stand for the contributions of the normal and un
stable modes. The contribution of the normal modes
always finite. The unstable modes, however, yield an e
ponentially growing fluctuation

kw2lU ø h̄I0f2mT g
T¿1ym

! h̄
e2mT

p
4pmT

, (11)

whereI0 is the zeroth order modified Bessel function. Fo
the observation of superluminal propagation two cond
tions have to satisfied: FirstygTobs ¿

1
Dk (where Tobs

is the time at which the wave packet is observed); i.
the point of observation should be far outside the initi
spread of the wave packet. Second, we must distinguis
between superluminal propagation and propagation at
speed of light. This leads tosyg 2 1dTobs ¿

1
Dk . These

conditions require thatTminm ¿ 1. Equation (11) thus
implies that for the signal amplitude to be larger than t
amplitude of the fluctuations at the observation time, t
signal amplitude should be exponentially large.

One may question whether our assumption that the
stable modes are in a direct product state limits the gen
ality of our result. We now argue that the obstacles point
out above in the way of realizing quantum mechan
cal superluminal group velocities cannot be circumvent
by changing that assumption. Consider three classi
tachyonlike wave packets, denoted byR, L, and D,
with initial st  0d analytic field and momenta configu
rations swR , pRd, swL  wR , pL  2pRd, and swD 
2wR , pD  pRd. Here R and L are two wave packets
for which w is identical at t  0 but whose direction
of motion is opposite, being right forR and left for L.
The third wave packet,D, moves to the right but has an
initial w opposite to that ofR. Suppose that initially
the wave packets are localized aroundX0 ø 0. Then
after a long enough time the right moving wave packe
R and D form peaks atX ¿ 0. The left moving one,
L, forms a peak atX ø 0 and leaves atX ¿ 0 only a
small tail. Consider again the truncated tails of the thr
wave packets, denoted byRT , LT , and DT , where the
truncation is done atX  t  0. Classically, the time
evolution of all three wave packets in the regionX . t
is not affected by the truncation.Quantum mechanically,
however, it might not be possible for all three quantu
a-
lar
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states to be mutually orthogonal:RT and LT are ortho-
gonal if their momentum uncertainty is smaller than the
difference between their momentum expectation value
Dp

T
sL,Rd ø jkpT

R l 2 kpT
L lj. Similarly, RT and DT are

orthogonal only ifDw
T
sR,Dd ø jkwT

L l 2 kpT
R lj. However,

if the tail is made arbitrarily small, at least one of the
two inequalities must be violated. This is so since the
right-hand side of the two inequalities must approac
zero as the tail is made smaller and smaller, while th
left-hand side cannot be made arbitrarily small due to th
uncertainty principle. Thus, if the tails are too small,
the wave packetsRT , LT , andDT , which are classically
distinguishable, cannot be mapped into three mutuall
orthogonal quantum states. Quantum fluctuations the
make it impossible to reconstruct the full wave packe
from its tail. Because of the unitary evolution of quantum
states, the scalar product of two quantum states is tim
independent. Thus, the limitations found above to th
reconstruction of quantum wave packets from their caus
tails cannot be overcome by an amplification of the tails.

In conclusion, we have shown that classical super
luminal-like effects become incompatible with unitarity in
the quantum mechanical limit and are strongly suppresse
Their suppression results from the smallness of the wav
packet’s tail, in a similar way to the suppression of super
luminal effects in tunneling. Our argument strongly
questions the possibility that these systems may hav
tachyonlike quasiparticle excitations made of a sma
number of photons [4].
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